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ABSTRACT. I present a review of astrometric techniques and instrumentation used to search for, detect, and
characterize extrasolar planets. First, I briefly summarize the properties of the current sample of extrasolar planets,
in connection with predictions from theoretical models of planet formation and evolution. Next, the generic
approach to planet detection with astrometry is described, with significant discussion of a variety of technical,
statistical, and astrophysical issues to be faced by future ground-based and space-borne efforts in order to achieve
the required degree of measurement precision. After a brief summary of past and present efforts to detect planets
via milliarcsecond astrometry, I then discuss the planet-finding capabilities of future astrometric observatories
aiming at microarcsecond precision. Finally, I outline a number of experiments that can be conducted by means
of high-precision astrometry during the next decade, to illustrate its potential for important contributions to
planetary science, compared to other indirect and direct methods for the detection and characterization of planetary
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The astrophysics of planetary systems is a good example of
a branch of science in which theory is mostly driven by ob-
servations. Hardly any of the properties of the sample of∼150
extrasolar giant planets discovered to date3 (Jupiters on orbits
of a few days; very high eccentricities; objects with masses 5
to 10 times that of Jupiter) had been predicted a priori by
theoretical models. Correlations among planetary orbital and
physical parameters had not been anticipated. The dependence
of the frequency and properties of planetary systems on some
of the characteristics of the parent stars (mass and metallicity)
had not been foreseen.

The unexpected properties of extrasolar planets have sparked
new enthusiasm among theorists, who have engaged in fruitful
intellectual confrontations, with the aim of moving from a set
of models separately describing different aspects of the physics
of the formation and evolution of planetary systems to a plau-
sible, unified theory capable of making robust and testable
predictions. Furthermore, a number of new and old techniques
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Web site (http://www.obspm.fr/encycl/encycl.html), and references to pub-
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threshold of≈ (where is the mass of Jupiter; Oppenheimer et al. 2000)13M MJ J

are defined as planets and included in the catalog, with the exception of
companions with masses as large as 20 in systems already containing oneMJ

planetary-mass companion.

of astronomy have been energized by the new discoveries, with
the twin goals of following up and better characterizing the
extrasolar planet sample, and covering new areas of the dis-
covery space. The result is an ongoing, positive, creative ten-
sion between theory and observation that will put to the test
the most basic ideas of how planets form and evolve.

Among detection techniques, astrometry is the oldest. None-
theless, no planet discovery announcement has been ascribed
to it yet; only a few confirmations of previously detected sys-
tems have made the news well after other novel methods, con-
sidered completely unrealistic a few years back, had already
achieved important results. However, the contribution of astro-
metric measurements of sufficient precision is potentially very
relevant to a continued improvement of our understanding of
the formation and evolution of planetary systems, and possibly
for the identification of the first Earth-sized objects worthy of
follow-up observations to search for signs of the presence of
essential “biomarkers” (i.e., of the existence of life as we know
it outside of our solar system).

It is the aim of this review paper to describe the current and
future sensitivity of astrometric measurements, both from the
ground and in space, and to delineate the areas of planetary
science in which astrometry will be able to make significant
contributions compared to other direct and indirect methods
for the detection and characterization of planetary systems. In
§ 2 I summarize the observed properties of extrasolar planets,
in connection with renewed theoretical efforts in the fields of
planet formation and evolution. I describe in § 3 the astrometric
methods and instrumentation used to hunt for planets, in light
of a number of technological and astrophysical challenges to
be faced in order to achieve the required degree of measurement
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precision. Section 4 contains a brief review of past and present
efforts to detect planets with astrometry. In § 5 I discuss the
planet-finding capabilities of future astrometric observatories.
Finally, in § 6 I outline a number of experiments that can be
conducted with high-precision astrometry, to illustrate its po-
tential for important contributions to planetary science.

2. EMERGING STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF
PLANETARY SYSTEMS

Ten years after the announcement of the first Jupiter-sized
object orbiting a star other than the Sun (Mayor & Queloz
1995), the number of extrasolar planets announced has in-
creased by a few tens per year. Based on the large data sets
mostly made available by ground-based Doppler surveys (e.g.,
Marcy et al. 2004b and references therein; Mayor et al. 2004
and references therein), estimates of the frequency of giantfp
planets around solar-type (late F, G, and early K spectral types)
stars in the solar neighborhood ( pc) are all in fairD � 50
agreement with each other (Zucker & Mazeh 2001a; Tabachnik
& Tremaine 2002; Lineweaver & Grether 2003; Marcy et al.
2004b; Naef et al. 2005). Quoted values range between

and for planet masses in the rangef � 4%–5% f � 6%–9%p p

and orbital radii AU, and1M ≤ M ≤ 10M a ≤ 3 0.5M ≤J p J J

and AU, respectively.M ≤ 10M a ≤ 4p J

On the observational side, the startling diversity of planetary
systems, when compared with the properties of our own solar
system, has, if possible, become more evident with the newly
discovered planets. On the theoretical side, the only concept
that has not yet undergone significant revision or criticism is
the paradigmatic statement that planets form within gaseous
disks around young T Tauri stars. Many old ideas have been
revisited or revived, and a number of completely new ones
have been proposed in an attempt to confront and explain the
observational data on extrasolar planets.

2.1. Mass, Period, and Eccentricity Distributions

The extrasolar planet sample exhibits many interesting and
surprising characteristics. The distribution of minimum
masses4 rises toward lower masses (e.g., Tabachnik & Tre-
maine 2002 and references therein; Lineweaver & Grether
2003; Marcy et al. 2004a). Incompleteness below

becomes increasingly important, although re-M sin i ∼ 0.5Mp J

cently, objects with minimum masses as low as the mass of
Neptune have been discovered (Butler et al. 2004; McArthur
et al. 2004; Santos et al. 2004b). The sharp cutoff at the high-
mass tail of the distribution, above , withM sin i ∼ 10–15Mp J

very few low-mass companions to solar-type stars in the range
, and for orbital periods up to a de-10M � M sin i � 80MJ p J

cade, is often referred to as the “brown dwarf desert.”

4 Only the product between the actual companion mass and theM sin ip

unknown inclination of the orbital plane with respect to the line of sight can
be derived from Doppler-shift measurements.

Theoretical predictions of the mass distribution of extrasolar
planets within the context of the core-accretion model (e.g.,
Lissauer 1993; Pollack et al. 1996) of giant planet formation
have recently been proposed (Alibert et al. 2005; Ida & Lin
2004a, 2005), which qualitatively reproduce the observed one
(particularly for objects with ). Rice et al. (2003c)M � 5Mp J

and Rafikov (2005) argue instead that giant planets formed by
disk instability (e.g., Boss 1997, 2001, 2004; Mayer et al. 2002)
should preferentially populate the high-mass tail ( )M � 5Mp J

of the planet mass distribution, while Mayer et al. (2004) in-
dicate the possibility that the range of masses of giant planets
formed via core accretion and disk instability could signifi-
cantly overlap.

The period (P) and eccentricity (e) distributions also contain
interesting features (Tabachnik & Tremaine 2002 and refer-
ences therein; Udry et al. 2003; Marcy et al. 2004a; Halbwachs
et al. 2005). Orbital periods are found in the range

days. About 20% of the planet sample, the1.5 � P � 5400
so-called “hot” Jupiters, are found orbiting within 0.1 AU. The
number of planets increases with orbital period for

days, with increasing incompleteness for or-60 � P � 2000
bital radii �3 AU. The median of the eccentricity distribution
of extrasolar planets is∼0.3. The orbits of extrasolar planets
span the whole range of available eccentricities, and they can
be extremely elongated (Naef et al. 2001). Planets orbiting
within 0.1 AU are all found with , a feature usuallye � 0.0
explained in terms of tidal circularization (Goldreich & Soter
1966).

Predictions regarding the actual orbital distance distribution
of giant planets have been made within the context of core-
accretion models that include mechanisms of inward orbital
migration due to tidal interactions between a gaseous disk and
an embedded planet (e.g., Goldreich & Tremaine 1979, 1980;
Lin & Papaloizou 1993; Ward 1986, 1997). Trilling et al. (2002)
and Armitage et al. (2002) were able to qualitatively reproduce
the observed semimajor axis distribution of giant planets for

AU. Similar results were obtained recently by Aliberta 1 0.1
et al. (2004, 2005) and by Ida & Lin (2004a, 2005). However,
these models largely neglect the difficult problem of identifying
general mechanisms capable of stopping orbital migration (e.g.,
Terquem 2003 and references therein). In the context of the
disk instability model of giant planet formation, migration ef-
ficiency might not be very effective (Rice et al. 2003a, 2003c;
Mayer et al. 2004); thus, planets formed by this mechanism
should be found on not too close-in orbits (Rice et al. 2003c;
Rafikov 2005).

The large spread of orbital eccentricities is difficult to explain
by the standard core-accretion model. Several mechanisms have
been proposed to reproduce the observede-distribution, which
are based on dynamical interactions of various nature, such as
interactions between the planet and a gaseous or planetesimal
disk, planet-planet resonant interactions, close encounters be-
tween planets, or secular interactions with a distant companion
star (for a review, see Tremaine & Zakamska 2004 and ref-
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erences therein), but none of them can alone represent the
observed distribution in a natural way. Furthermore, in mul-
tiple-planet systems, different eccentricity excitation mecha-
nisms induce different evolution of the orbital alignment, and
planetary orbits could be significantly noncoplanar. The alter-
native mode of planet formation by disk instability gives rise
to eccentric orbits, but no clear prediction of the final distri-
bution of eccentricities has been provided yet (e.g., Papaloizou
& Terquem 2001; Terquem & Papaloizou 2002; Mayer et al.
2004).

2.2. Correlations

With improved statistics, in recent years a number of studies
have been carried out to find evidence of correlations among
orbital parameters and masses and between planet character-
istics and stellar host properties.

As initially pointed out by Zucker & Mazeh (2002), Udry
et al. (2003), and more recently by Eggenberger et al. (2004),
the extrasolar planet sample exhibits a statistically significant
lack of massive, close-in planets. These objects are the easiest
to detect with the Doppler method;5 thus, the paucity of high-
mass planets on short-period orbits is real, and not due to
selection effects.

Regardless of the formation mode, orbital migration effects
are likely responsible for the observed correlation.M sin i–Pp

Many models can reproduce such results, including reduced
migration efficiency due to gap opening (Ward 1997; Trilling
et al. 2002), substantial mass loss through Roche lobe overflow
(Trilling et al. 1998; Gu et al. 2003), and accelerated orbital
decay due to enhanced tidal interactions with the host stars
(Pätzold & Rauer 2002). Finally, Ida & Lin (2004a) have de-
rived a theoretical mass-period diagram that closely resembles
that of the extrasolar planet sample, and predicted a paucity of
planets in the intermediate-mass range , for0.05≤ M ≤ 0.5Mp J

orbital distances!3 AU.
The possibility that supersolar metallicity could correspond to

a higher likelihood of a given star harboring a planet has been
the subject of a large number of studies (for a detailed review,
see Gonzalez 2003). Recent works (e.g., Santos et al. 2001,
2004a; Fischer & Valenti 2005) have conclusively shown that
planet occurrence correlates strongly with the host stars’ pri-
mordial metallicity. Up to∼20% of metal-rich ( )[Fe/H] � 0.3
F-G-K stars harbor planets, while less than 3% of metal-poor
stars ( ) have been found to be planet hosts.[Fe/H] � 0.0

Based on the core accretion model, Kornet et al. (2005) and
Ida & Lin (2004b) have quantified the dependence of planetary
frequency on stellar metallicity, in qualitatively good agreement
with the observed trend. The alternative scenario of giant planet
formation via disk instability, however, is mostly insensitive to
the primordial metal content of the protoplanetary disk (Boss
2002; Rice et al. 2003c); thus, planet occurrence should not

5 Recall that the radial velocity amplitude .�1/3K ∝ P M sin ip

be hampered around metal-poor stars. The observed trend sug-
gests that giant planet formation by core accretion predominates
in the metal-rich regime ( ). However, due to the[Fe/H] � 0.0
low numbers of metal-poor stars ( ) surveyed to[Fe/H] � �0.5
date, no definitive conclusion can be drawn, except that maybe
both mechanisms operate (Beer et al. 2004).

Several authors have in the past searched for possible cor-
relations between stellar metallicity and planet properties. Udry
et al. (2002), Santos et al. (2001, 2003), and Fischer et al.
(2002) searched for correlations in the -[Fe/H] andM sin ip

e-[Fe/H] diagrams, but concluded that no statistically signifi-
cant trend can be found. TheP-[Fe/H] diagram deserves instead
more attention. Gonzalez (1998) and Queloz et al. (2000) ini-
tially argued that metal-rich stars seem to possess an excess of
very short period planets with respect to other planet hosts. In
later works (Santos et al. 2001, 2003; Laws et al. 2003), no
trend was found. However, after removing some potential
sources of bias, Sozzetti (2004) has shown how this trend is
still present in the data, specifically when one restricts the
analysis to single planets orbiting single stars.

If real, the P-[Fe/H] correlation could reflect the fact that
migration rates are slowed down in metal-poor protoplanetary
disks (Livio & Pringle 2003), or it might be indicative of longer
timescales for giant planet formation around metal-poor stars,
and thus reduced migration efficiency before the disk dissipates
(Ida & Lin 2004a).

Finally, planet frequency appears to correlate with the
primary mass. In particular, as pointed out by, e.g., Butler
et al. (2004), the occurrence rate of giant planets orbiting
within 2 AU around M dwarfs ( )0.3 M � M � 0.6 M, ,∗
seems suppressed by about an order of magnitude with respect
to that of analogous planets around F- and G-type dwarfs
( ).0.8 M � M � 1.3 M, ,∗

The current small number of giant planets discovered around
M dwarfs might still be partly an artifact due to the small-
number statistics (Butler et al. 2004). However, the observed
trend is supported by theoretical arguments (Laughlin et al.
2004; Ida & Lin 2005) for a strong dependence of planet oc-
currence rates on stellar mass, highlighted by a significantly
suppressed probability of forming giant planets by core accre-
tion around M dwarfs, and by an enhanced likelihood for M
dwarfs to harbor Neptune-sized objects. Planet occurrence, on
the other hand, may not be a strong function of the primary
mass for objects formed by disk instability (e.g., Boss 2000).

2.3. Multiple Systems and Planets in Stellar Systems

Some 10% of planet hosts are found to be orbited by multiple
systems containing up to four planets, while∼12% of the
planet-bearing stars are themselves components of wide mul-
tiple stellar systems, and in two of the latter cases the stars
harbor multiple-planet systems.

A few authors have searched for differences between the
distributions of orbital elements and masses of planets orbiting
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single and multiple stars and single- and multiple-planet sys-
tems. Zucker & Mazeh (2002) and Eggenberger et al. (2004)
presented evidence for no correlation between masses and pe-
riods of planets found in stellar systems, while Marcy et al.
(2004a) visually compared the eccentricity and mass distri-
butions of single planets and planetary systems and concluded
that no significant difference was apparent. Finally, Mazeh &
Zucker (2003) have recently presented arguments for a cor-
relation between mass ratios and period ratios among pairs of
planets in multiple systems (assuming coplanarity of the orbits).

From a theoretical viewpoint, the overall impact of the pres-
ence of a secondary star on the efficiency of planet formation
and migration is far from clear. For example, Nelson (2000)
and Mayer et al. (2005) argue that giant planet formation by
either core accretion or disk instability can be strongly inhibited
in relatively close binary systems with separations of an order
of a few tens of AUs. Boss (1998), however, comes to opposite
conclusions. Due to enhanced migration and gas accretion rates
(Kley & Burkert 2000; Kley 2000, 2001; Nelson 2003), planets
formed around binaries should not show evidence for a mass-
period correlation. These predictions appear to agree with the
observed trend.

Theoretical investigations of the long-term dynamical evo-
lution of multiple-planet systems (e.g., Kiseleva-Eggleton et
al. 2002; Ji et al. 2003 and references therein; Correia et al.
2005; Barnes & Quinn 2004; Goz´dziewski & Konacki 2004
and references therein) have pompted the division of such sys-
tems into three broad classes: (1) “hierarchical” planetary sys-
tems, with widely separated orbits, in which dynamical inter-
actions appear negligible, (2) planetary systems subject to
strong secular interactions, and (3) planetary systems locked
in mean motion resonances, which in some cases exhibit im-
portant variations of the orbital elements on timescales com-
parable to the time span of the radial velocity monitoring. In
multiple-planet systems, regions of dynamical stability do exist
inside the parent stars’ habitable zones,6 where Earth-sized
planets may be found (e.g., Menou & Tabachnik 2003 and
references therein; Jones et al. 2005 and references therein).
Furthermore, the detected giant planets in binaries are likely
to reside in stable orbital configurations, and there are margins
for the presence of rocky planets in the habitable zone of close
binaries (e.g., Holman & Wiegert 1999; Pilat-Lohinger et al.
2003 and references therein; Marzari et al. 2005; Musielak et
al. 2005 and references therein), although the formation of
terrestrial planets in such environments does not easily occur
in the first place (The´bault et al. 2002; Raymond & Barnes
2005; Barnes & Raymond 2004; Raymond et al. 2004). How-
ever, the lack of information on the actual mutual inclination
angles between pairs of planetary orbits somewhat limits the
generality of these findings.

6 The habitable zone of any star is defined as the range of orbital distances
at which a potential water reservoir, the primary ingredient for the development
of life as we know it, would be found in liquid form (e.g., Kasting et al. 1993).

2.4. Planetary Radii and Atmospheres

A handful of hot Jupiters ( days) have been discoveredP � 4
by means of photometric transit surveys (Udalski et al. 2002a,
2002b, 2003; Alonso et al. 2004) and confirmed by high-res-
olution spectroscopic measurements (Torres et al. 2004; Bou-
chy et al. 2004; Moutou et al. 2004; Pont et al. 2004; Sozzetti
et al. 2004; Konacki et al. 2003, 2004, 2005), while one, HD
209458b, was observed transiting (Charbonneau et al. 2000;
Brown et al. 2001) subsequent to the detection of its gravita-
tional pull on the star (Mazeh et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000).

The combination of Doppler-shift and transit photometry
measurements allows one to derive estimates of the true mass
and radius of a planet. These two critically interesting param-
eters can then be used for directly constraining structural mod-
els of irradiated giant planets (see Guillot 2005 and references
therein for a detailed review). The measured radii for six of
the seven transiting planets provide good agreement with the-
oretical expectations, while all models seem to systematically
underestimate the radius of HD 209458b. The recent successful
detection of thermal emission in the infrared from the planet
(Deming et al. 2005), and in particular the timing of the sec-
ondary eclipse, clearly suggests that the planet revolves on an
orbit with no significant eccentricity, essentially ruling out
mechanisms invoked to provide additional heat/power sources
in the core, such as tidal dissipation of a nonzero eccentricity
induced by the gravitational perturbation of an undetected long-
period companion (Bodenheimer et al. 2001, 2003; Laughlin
et al. 2005).

Transmission spectroscopy during transits has allowed for
the detection of absorption features in the spectrum of HD
209458 that are indicative of the presence of various constit-
uents in the planet’s atmosphere, notably sodium, hydrogen,
oxygen, and carbon (Charbonneau et al. 2002; Vidal-Madjar
et al. 2003, 2004). Furthermore, the planet appears to have an
extended atmosphere, presumably due to evaporation effects.
In two cases, detection of the planet’s thermal emission (Char-
bonneau et al. 2005; Deming et al. 2005) has permitted us to
estimate the planets’ effective temperatures and Bond albedos,
and to infer the presence of atmospheric water vapor and carbon
monoxide.

Theoretical predictions of the atmospheric composition, tem-
perature, and circulation of irradiated giant planets (Burrows
et al. 2005; Fortney et al. 2005; for a review, see Burrows
2005) are in fair agreement with the first infrared direct de-
tections; however, a proper understanding of the fine details of
the emergent spectra of TrES-1 and HD 209458b will require
both improved modeling and larger, high-quality data sets. Fi-
nally, studies of the phenomenon of atmospheric escape from
hot Jupiters (Lammer et al. 2003; Gu et al. 2003, 2004; Le-
cavelier des Etangs et al. 2004; Baraffe et al. 2004; Grießmeier
et al. 2004) predict that under strong irradiation, these objects,
depending on their mass and orbital distance, could undergo
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significant evaporation of their gaseous envelope, in reasonable
agreement with observations.

2.5. Toward a Unified Picture

The observational data on extrasolar planets show such strik-
ing properties that one must infer that planet formation and
evolution is a very complex process. Indeed, the comparison
between theory and observations indicates that there are nu-
merous problems in connection with the elucidation of plan-
etary formation and evolution processes.

An ideal theory of planet formation and evolution should be
capable of explaining in a self-consistent way, be it determin-
istic or probabilistic, all the different properties of planetary
systems discussed above. To this end, help from future data
obtained with a variety of different techniques will be crucial.
Ultimately, both theory and observation will have to provide
answers to a number of fundamental questions, which can be
summarized as follows. (1) Where are the earthlike planets,
and what is their frequency? (2) What is the preferred method
of gas giant planet formation? (3) Under which conditions does
migration occur and stop? (4) What is the origin of the large
planetary eccentricities? (5) Are multiple-planet orbits copla-
nar? (6) How many families of planetary systems can be iden-
tified from a dynamical viewpoint? (7) What are the atmo-
spheres, inner structure, and evolutionary properties of gas
giant planets? (8) Do stars with circumstellar dust disks actually
shelter planets? (9) What are the actual mass and orbital element
distributions of planetary systems? (10) How do planet prop-
erties and frequencies depend on the characteristics of the par-
ent stars (spectral type, age, metallicity, and binarity/
multiplicity)?

With the above questions in mind, I focus next on the po-
tential contribution of astrometry from the ground and in space
by presenting a summary of methods and instrumentation, by
reviewing past and present efforts, by discussing future pros-
pects, and by putting this technique into perspective with other
planet detection methods.

3. ASTROMETRIC PLANET DETECTION
TECHNIQUES

Astrometric detection of extrasolar planets can be conducted
with instrumentation on the ground or in space. In this section
I describe the generic approach to planet detection and mea-
surement with astrometry, in terms of what type of data are
needed, how to extract and model the planet signal from the
data in the presence of a number of noise sources, and how to
assess the significance of a detection. I conclude the section
by summarizing results from a set of ground-based and space-
borne experiments aimed at demonstrating the theoretical pre-
dictions of the astrometric precision achievable under a variety
of conditions.

The general analysis methods can be applied to astrometric
observables appropriately defined for both monopupil and di-

luted-aperture telescopes, both from the ground and in space.
To this end, I describe the techniques in terms of the basic
observable and noise models and the estimation process. The
observable model produces theoretical values for the data as a
function of adjustable parameters. The noise model describes
errors that corrupt the astrometric data. The estimation process
finds parameter values that produce the closest agreement be-
tween the observable model estimates and the data, in light of
the noise model.

3.1. Observable Model

The astrometric observable is generally defined as the an-
gular position of a star as measured by a given instrument in
its local frame of reference. The measurement could be, for
example, intrinsically one-dimensional, as is the case for space
missions such as ESA’sHipparcos(Perryman et al. 1997) and
Gaia (Perryman et al. 2001), which are designed to perform
angular position measurements in their sensitive directions by
centroiding their diffraction-limited images. Or it could be a
set of two coordinates on the focal plane of the instrument, as
is the case for ground-based telescopes (e.g., Gatewood 1987;
Dekany et al. 1994; Pravdo & Shaklan 1996). Finally, it could
be the optical path-length difference between the two arms of
an interferometer on the ground (Shao et al. 1988; Armstrong
et al. 1998; Colavita et al. 1999; van Belle et al. 1998; Glin-
demann et al. 2003) or in space, such as NASA’sSpace In-
terferometry Mission(SIM; Danner & Unwin 1999), or the
normalized difference between the signals of two photomul-
tiplier tubes (the transfer function) of a space-borne interfer-
ometer, such as theHubble Space Telescopefine guidance sen-
sor (HSTFGS; Taff 1990).

Both from the ground and in space, astrometric measure-
ments can be performed in wide-angle mode; i.e., relative to
a local frame of reference composed of a set of one or more
reference stars at typical angular distances of several degrees
from the target object. If the selected local reference frame lies
at �1�, the data are said to be collected while operating in
narrow-angle mode. From space, without the limiting presence
of atmospheric turbulence, which induces large-scale wave-
front distortions (Lindegren 1980), the astrometric observable
can be determined with respect to a global inertial reference
frame by accurately bridging together multi-epoch observations
of objects distributed everywhere in the sky (and thus separated
by typically tens of degrees) and by adopting a global closure
condition over the whole celestial sphere. The combination of
such an observing scenario and data-reduction method is called
the global astrometric mode (Kovalevsky 1980).

Regardless of the mode of operation and the instrument used
to carry out the measurements, four categories of information
should be identified for inclusion in the observable model used
to calculate theoretical values of the observable with negligible
errors: (1) the location and motion of the target (if working in
global astrometric mode) and a possible set of reference stars
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(if working in wide-angle or narrow-angle mode), (2) the lo-
cation and motion of the observing instrument (if on the
ground) or the attitude of the spacecraft (if in space), (3) the
number, masses, and orbital parameters of companions to the
target (and reference stars, where applicable), and (4) any phys-
ical effects that modify the apparent positions of stars.

3.1.1. Stellar and Instrumental Parameters

The star information consists of the five basic astrometric
parameters—position on the celestial sphere (two parameters,
l and b), proper motion (two parameters, and ), andm ml b

parallax (one parameter,p)—plus the radial velocity , whichvr

can be determined by auxiliary measurements or from a suf-
ficiently large secular acceleration.

The stellar locations and motions are usually determined in
the solar system barycentric frame in which the global frame
is defined. A variety of transformations can be used to connect
the instrument-specific observational frame to the stellar frame.

If the object’s position in the instrument and barycentric
frame are described by the vectors and , respectively, thenZ S∗
for an all-sky survey instrument such asHipparcosor Gaia,
the mapping is specified by the rotation matrix :3 # 3 A

Z p AS . (1)∗

From this relation, the along-scan angular coordinate of the
object, which constitutes the actual observable, can be solved
for in terms of and . The matrix is a continuous functionA S A∗
of time that specifies the spacecraft attitude. It could be defined
by a set of nine functions . Or it could beA (t), i, j p 1, 2, 3ij

expressed in terms of three Euler angles [ , , ], asf(t) v(t) w(t)
was done forHipparcos. Alternatively, it could be described
by means of the quaternion representation, as is currently en-
visioned forGaia.

For an interferometer operating in wide-angle mode, both
on the ground and in space, the measured optical path-length
delay corresponds to the instantaneous three-dimensionald∗
position of the target on the sky projected onto the interfero-
meter baseline:

d p B · S � C. (2)∗ ∗

The baseline vector of lengthB describes the space-B p Bub

craft attitude, whileC is a constant term representing residual
internal optical path differences. In the narrow-angle regime,
this expression is modified as:

Dd p B · (S � S ). (3), j j∗ ∗

The relative optical path-length delay is then the instan-Dd , j∗
taneous angular distance between the target and itsjth reference
star projected onto . Due to the differential nature of theB
measurement, the constant termC cancels out, to first order.

Finally, in order to relate the detector frame of a ground-

based monolithic telescope orHSTFGS to the actual coordi-
nates of an object in the sky, a plate-reduction transformation
is applied (e.g., Kovalevsky & Seidelmann 2004). In this case,
the two-dimensional standard Cartesian coordinate vector

describing the position of the target in the plane ofs(s , s )1 2

the sky is mapped into the two-dimensional vector of measured
coordinates on the detector via the transformationr(r , r )1 2

r p Mp. (4)

In the above expression, is the model matrix:M

s s 1 0 0 0 …1 2M p . (5)( )0 0 0 s s 1 …1 2

The column vector contains the so-calledp p (p , p , … , p )1 2 n

plate constants. A minimum of six is required to describe scale
and rotation factors and offsets of coordinate origins between
the two frames of reference, but it is not uncommon to include
focal plane tilt and other optical distortion terms, in addition
to terms that are dependent on the magnitude and color index
of the star observed. The same relation holds for all the objects
used as reference stars.

3.1.2. Planet Parameters

Masses and orbits of companions to the target object (and
reference stars, where applicable) come from fitting a model
of Keplerian orbital motion to the data. The Keplerian orbit of
each companion is described by seven parameters: semimajor
axisa with respect to the center of mass of the system, period
P, eccentricitye, inclination i, position angle of the line of
nodesQ, argument of pericenterq, and epoch of pericenter
passaget.

The observable model computes the star’s reflex motion pro-
jected onto the plane of the sky due to the gravitational pull
of such companions, which might be stellar or substellar (brown
dwarfs and planets) in nature. If the primary mass is andM∗
the secondary is a planet of mass , then assuming a perfectlyMp

circular orbit, the apparent amplitude of the perturbation (i.e.,
the stellar orbital radius around the center of mass of the system,
scaled by the distance from the observer) is the so-called as-
trometric signature:

M ap
a p . (6)

M D∗

If and are given in solar mass units,a in AU, and DM Mp ∗
in parsecs, thena is in arcseconds.

Table 1 summarizes the values ofa for a range of planet
masses at different orbital radii from a 1 star at 10 pc,M,

compared to typical values of parallax and proper motion for
stars in the solar neighborhood.

As one can see, planetary signatures are a higher order effect
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TABLE 1
Parallax, Proper Motion, and

Astrometric Signatures Induced by
Planets of Various Masses and

Orbital Radii

Source a

Jupiter at 1 AU (mas) . . . . . . . . . . 100
Jupiter at 5 AU (mas) . . . . . . . . . . 500
Jupiter at 0.05 AU (mas) . . . . . . 5
Neptune at 1 AU (mas) . . . . . . . . 6
Earth at 1 AU (mas) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.33
Parallax (mas) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1# 105

Proper motion (mas yr�1) . . . . . . 5# 105

Note.—A 1 star at 10 pc is assumed.M,

Fig. 1.—Magnitude of changing parallax and perspective acceleration as a
function of stellar radial and tangential velocity.

for astrometry. Jupiter-sized planets already produce pertur-
bative effects whose size is smaller than the typicalHipparcos
milliarcsecond (mas) measurement precision. Detection of or-
bital motion induced by terrestrial planets necessarily implies
an improvement of 2–3 orders of magnitude in precision, down
to the few microarcseond (mas) regime.

Finally, in the case of a multiple-planet system, for example,
simply considering independent Keplerian orbits might not be
sufficient whenever secular or resonant gravitational pertur-
bations among planets in the systems (due to the presence of
large mass ratios, highly eccentric orbits, commensurabilities
between orbital periods, and significantly noncoplanar orbits)
are strong enough to induce measurable variations of orbital
elements over timescales comparable to the time span of ob-
servations. For these cases, additional information must be fed
to the observable model, such as approximate analytical ex-
pressions describing the gravitational perturbations and con-
sequent time variations of the orbital elements, or fully self-
consistent fitting algorithms that include the direct solution of
the equations of motion of anN-body system.

3.1.3. Physical Effects

A variety of physical effects that cause the apparent coor-
dinates of observed stars to differ from the transformed values
of their true barycentric coordinates can be taken into account
in principle. In order to understand which effects are more
relevant, the driver is the limiting single-measurement precision
the adopted instrument is designed to achieve. The state-of-
the-art astrometric precision of 1 mas has been set byHipparcos
and HST FGS. The expected improvement in measurement
precision by a few orders of magnitude envisioned for future
ground-based and space-borne instrumentation such as VLTI,
Keck-I,SIM, andGaiawill sensibly increase the order of higher
approximations.

Higher order perturbations can be classical in nature, such
as additional secular variations in the target space motion with
respect to the observer, or intrinsically relativistic, such as cor-
rections to classical effects due to the motion of the observer
itself, or contributions coming from the gravitational fields of

massive bodies in the vicinity of the observer. Many of these
effects are well known in pulsar timing work and are included
in detailed models of pulse arrival times (e.g., Hellings 1986;
Wolszczan & Frail 1992; Stairs et al. 1998, 2002 and references
therein). However, they are often neglected in astrometric data
reduction with mas-level precision.

Secular changes in proper motion (perspective acceleration)
and annual parallax can be quantified as time derivatives of
these two astrometric parameters (e.g., Dravins et al. 1999 and
references therein):

dm 2vrp � mp, (7)
dt AU

dp vr 2p � p . (8)
dt AU

The above quantities are expressed in arcsec yr�2 and arcsec
yr�1, respectively, if the radial velocity is in km s�1, p is invr

arcsec,m is in arcsec yr�1, and the astronomical unit AUp
9.77792# 105 arcsec km yr s�1.

I show in Figure 1 the values of and as a functiondm/dt dp/dt
of and of the product , where the tangential velocityv v # vr t r

(with the astronomical unit now defined asv p AUm/pt

km yr s�1). As one can see, the effect of changingAU p 4.74
annual parallax is below a fewmas yr�1 for stars more distant
than a few pc from the Sun, even assuming large values of

. Its inclusion in the observable model might then be limitedvr
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TABLE 2
Relativistic Light-Deflection Effects of

Various Solar System Objects

Source a (mas) (1mas)dmin

Sun . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.75 # 106 180�
Mercury . . . . . . . . 83 9�
Venus . . . . . . . . . . . 493 4�.5
Earth . . . . . . . . . . . . 574 178�/123�
Moon . . . . . . . . . . . 26 9�/5�

Mars . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 25�
Jupiter . . . . . . . . . . 16,270 90�
Saturn . . . . . . . . . . 5780 17�
Uranus. . . . . . . . . . 2080 71�
Neptune . . . . . . . . 2533 51�
Ganymede. . . . . . 35 32�
Titan . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 14�
Io . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 19�
Callisto . . . . . . . . . 28 23�
Europa. . . . . . . . . . 19 11�
Triton . . . . . . . . . . . 10 0�.7
Pluto . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 0�.4

Note.—The post-Newtonian angular dis-
placementa of a limb-grazing light ray due to
the gravitational field of various solar system
objects assumes the latter are perfect spheres.
The angle is the angular distance betweendmin

the body and the light ray from a distant source
at which the effect is still equal to 1mas. For
Earth and the Moon, two values are given, for
a geostationary observer and for a satellite at a
distance of 106 km from Earth.

to the nearest stars. The contribution from perspective accel-
eration drops below a fewmas yr�2 only for objects farther
away than a few tens of pc; thus, such a corrective term might
have to be taken into account in the observable model for a
few hundred nearby, high-velocity stars.

Relativistic corrections to the motion of the observer with
respect to the solar system barycenter (aberration) can be quan-
tified through the formula (e.g., Klioner 2003; Kovalevsky &
Seidelmann 2004)

2v 1 v
a � sinc � sin 2caberr 2c 4 c

31 v 2 �4� sinc(1 � 2 sin c) � O(c ), (9)36 c

wherec is the angular distance between the direction to the
target and the observer’s space velocity vector, is the modulusv
of the space velocity vector of the observer, andc is the speed
of light.

The magnitude of the classic aberration term (first order in
) is ∼20�–30�, while the second-order relativistic correctionv/c

amounts to 1–3 mas. For a targeted measurement precision of
1 mas, terms of the order must be retained, but may be3(v/c)
dropped for less stringent requirements. In addition, for rela-
tivistic stellar aberration to be properly accounted for, the space-
craft’s velocity will need to be determined to an accuracy of
20 mm s�1 or better.

The purely general relativistic effect of deflection of light
by solar system objects is instead defined by the expression
(e.g., Klioner 2003)

(1 � g)GM w
a p cot , (10)defl 2R c 20

wherew is the angular distance between the given solar system
body and the source,G is the gravitational constant, is theR0

distance between the observer and the Sun,M is the mass of
the perturbing body, and is the post–post-Newtoniang p 1
(PPN) parameter.

In Table 2 I summarize the magnitudes of the gravitational
effects on limb-grazing light rays induced by all solar system
planets and some of the largest moons. If the targeted mea-
surement precision is of an order of 1–10mas, the observable
model should consider deflection by all these bodies when
observing close to their directions, and even quadrupole effects
induced by the nonoblateness of the major solar system planets
may have to be considered (e.g., Klioner 2003).

Indeed, several attempts have been made in past years (Soffel
1989; Brumberg 1991; Klioner & Kopeikin 1992; de Felice et
al. 1998, 2001, 2004; Vecchiato et al. 2003; Klioner 2003) to
develop schemes for the reduction of astrometric observations
at the mas precision level directly within the framework of
general relativity, either employing nonperturbative approaches

or the PPN formulation (Will 1993). If a complete general
relativistic observable model is implemented, other more subtle
effects arise, such as the need to redefine parallax, proper mo-
tion, and radial velocity, depending on the given choice of the
local reference system of the observer (whose motion must also
be described in physically adequate relativistic terms; see, e.g.,
Klioner 2004) and the fact that these parameters, when higher
order terms are included, can no longer be considered inde-
pendent of each other. Furthermore, a number of possible ef-
fects that may be caused by gravitational fields produced out-
side of the solar system might have to be considered, such as
weak gravitational lensing by distant sources (e.g., Belokurov
& Evans 2002), binary systems viewed edge-on that contain
compact objects such as neutron stars and/or black holes (Do-
roshenko & Kopeikin 1995), and gravitational waves (Kopeikin
et al. 1999).

3.2. Noise Model

Astrometric data contain correlated and uncorrelated instru-
mental, atmospheric (if operating from the ground), and astro-
physical noise. The noise model describes these uncertainties
for use in the estimation process, which, particularly by taking
into proper account correlated errors, provides the most ac-
curate and sensitive results. When a noise source can be iden-
tified and modeled deterministically, e.g., a newly found com-
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panion to a reference star, its predictable effects can be
incorporated into the observable model, and any provision in
the noise model is deleted. When uncertainties can be quantified
but not modeled, they are accounted for in the noise model.

Below, I summarize a variety of known sources of astro-
metric noise. Where applicable (i.e., in the case of instrumental
and atmospheric noise), the different implications for filled-
aperture telescopes and interferometers are discussed sepa-
rately. For instrumental noise, a further distinction is made
depending on whether astrometric measurements are performed
from the ground or in space. The relative importance of any
given source of noise is gauged, bearing in mind the goal of
achieving a final astrometric precision of an order of a fewmas.

3.2.1. Instrumental Noise

The various sources of instrumental uncertainties in astro-
metric measurements can be described in terms of two general
classes of error, random photon errors and systematic errorsjph

.jsys

The expression for the photometric noise of a monopupil
telescope is (Lindegren 1978)

l 1
j p , (11)ph 4pA S/N

whereA is the telescope aperture andl is the monochromatic
wavelength of the observations (both in meters), while S/N
is the signal-to-noise ratio of the target, including sky back-
ground and detector noise ( , whereN is the� �S/N ∝ N ∝ t
number of photoelectrons andt is the exposure time in sec-
onds). For a solar-type star observed near the zenithm p 15v

with good (better than 0�.5) seeing conditions, and assuming
an overall system efficiency (including CCD quan-� p 0.4
tum efficiency and atmospheric and optics transmission), the
contribution from over small fields of view (!1�) can bejph

∼300,∼30, and∼3 mas in 1 hr integration for , 10, andA p 1
100 m, respectively (see, e.g., Allen 2000).

For an interferometer, the photometric error is expressed as
(Shao & Colavita 1992)

l t 1c�j p , (12)ph 2pB t S/N

with A replaced byB in equation (11). With average seeing
conditions, the atmospheric coherence time is typically atc
few tens of ms in the near-infraredK band (Shao & Colavita
1992; Quirrenbach et al. 1994; Lane & Colavita 2003), while
the S/N per coherence time is a measure of the uncertainty

in the measurement of the phase of the interferometricjf

fringes [ ; see, e.g., Wyant 1975]. The value of�1j ≈ (S/N)f

S/N in this case is a function not only of the number of counts
N, dark count and background, and read noise (as in the filled-
aperture case), but also of the square of the complex visibility

[ ; see, e.g., Quirrenbach et al. 1994; Co-2 2 1/2V S/N ∝ (NV )
lavita 1999].

If the interferometer sensitivity is limited by the actual atmo-
spheric coherence time, accurate measurements of the fringe
phase, and thus fringe tracking, can be performed only on very
bright targets (typically ) for which enough photonsm � 5.0k

are collected in a coherence volume (where is the co-2t r rc c c

herence diameter). When the interferometer is used in phase-
referencing mode (e.g., Lane & Colavita 2003 and references
therein), can be artificially extended by more than an ordertc
of magnitude, thus allowing for an improvement of the limiting
magnitude of the instrument, or allowing for a higher S/N at
the same magnitude. The fundamental requirement is that the
target and reference object be separated by less than an iso-
planatic angle ,7 usually of an order of tens of arcseconds (e.g.,vi

Shao & Colavita 1992). The isoplanatic angle 6/5v ∝ r /h ∝ li c

(whereh is the effective height of the turbulence profile; see,
e.g., Colavita 1994); thus, as chances of finding reference ob-
jects are increased in larger fields, the obvious choice is to use
the instrument in the infrared. However, it is with long baselines
that interferometers have a major photon-noise advantage. For
a star, m, , and ms, thenm p 13 B p 100 S/Np 5 t p 100k c

mas in 1 hr integration can be achieved (e.g., Shao &j � 1ph

Colavita 1992).
The instrumental systematic term for a monolithic telescope

can, for example (Pravdo & Shaklan 1996), be expressed as

2 2�j p j � j . (13)sys CCD OP

The systematic limitations imposed by the CCD detectors
(charge transfer efficiency, deviations from uniformity or from
linear pixel response, etc.) through and optics imperfec-jCCD

tions (optical aberrations and distortions, pixellization, etc.) and
through can be overcome with improvements in imagejOP

detector and optics technology. Centroid accuracies of 1/100
of a pixel are today readily achievable (Monet et al. 1992),
translating into a typical value of mas. Future de-j � 50CCD

velopments promise improvements of about 1 order of mag-
nitude in CCD image location accuracy (Gai et al. 2001), with
hopes to keep mas. Optical aberrations and dis-j � 5–10CCD

tortions for large apertures (15 m) and small fields of view
(!1�) are typically small. Pravdo & Shaklan (1996) have shown
that for the Keck 10 m telescope, mas or less.j � 5OP

For narrow-angle measurements with an interferometer, the
systematic term will read (e.g., Shao & Colavita 1992)

2 2�j p j � j . (14)sys l B

The two main sources of systematic errors arise from the
uncertainty with which optical delay lines in long-j p dl/Bl

baseline interferometers can control internal optical path delays,

7 The isoplanatic angle is the angle in the sky over which atmosphere-
induced motion is well correlated.
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and from the uncertainty regarding the interferometric baseline
, wherec is the angular separation between thej p (dB/B)cB

target and a reference star. As for the former, in order to reach
a positional measurement precision of 10mas with mB p 200
(the maximum baseline of the VLTI), measurements of optical
paths must be made with an accuracy of nm, a chal-j ! 10l

lenging but not impossible achievement with today’s technology
(see, e.g., Shao et al. 1988). Due to the differential nature of the
measurement, however, a knowledge of the instrument baseline
does not need to be very precise. For m and �,B p 200 c ≈ 20
the goal of 10mas precision is achieved by determining the
baseline stability with an uncertainty of mm, a re-j � 50B

quirement that is relaxed by a few orders of magnitude with
respect to a wide-angle measurement (e.g., Shao et al. 1990).

Finally, if the astrometric measurements are performed in
space, additional random and systematic error sources that are
introduced by the satellite operations and environment must be
taken into account. For example, a class of relevant error
sources is related to the determination of the spacecraft attitude.
Attitude errors can occur due to perturbations produced by the
solar wind, micrometeorites, particle radiation, and radiation
pressure. Thermal drifts and spacecraft jitter can also induce
significant errors in attitude determination. However, these
noise sources are hard to quantify a priori in a very general
fashion. Detailed error models must be developed case by case
(see § 4.5). Thus, in the design of a space-borne observatory
for high-precision astrometry, whether a monolithic telescope
or an interferometer, ad hoc calibration procedures must be
devised in order to attain the goal of limiting the magnitude
of such instrumental error sources at the fewmas level.

3.2.2. Atmospheric Noise

For ground-based instrumentation, the atmosphere consti-
tutes an additional source of noise through both its turbulent
layers (a random component) and the differential chromatic
refraction (DCR) effect (a systematic component).

The problems caused by the DCR effect can be very difficult
to overcome. The magnitude of the effect depends on zenith
distance , air temperature and pressure, spectral band and starz0

color, and even the nonsphericity of the Earth (e.g., Gubler &
Tytler 1998). The precision of theoretical and empirical DCR
correction formulae degrades very quickly with . Even atz0

small zenith distances, for a monolithic telescope, the goal of
mas astrometry is unlikely to be attained. Typical uncertainties
for small values of can be of an order of masz j ≈ 1–30 DCR

and increase by over an order of magnitude close to the horizon
(Kovalevsky & Seidelmann 2004).

For conventional narrow-angle astrometric measurements
with separations of 10�–30�, the positional error due tojatm

atmospheric turbulence is weakly dependent on separation and
does not depend onA (or B). This prevents the achievement
of submilliarcsecond astrometric precision (e.g., Lindegren
1980; Han 1989). For separations!1�–10�, the situation im-

proves. In this regime, the astrometric error due to anisoplan-
atism for a filled-aperture telescope has been calculated in the
past (Lindegren 1980; Shao & Colavita 1992) as

�2/3 �1/2j ≈ 300A ct , (15)atm

wherec is in radians,A is expressed in meters, and the factor
300 is obtained directly from the phase-structure function de-
scribing the turbulence, assuming standard Kolmogorov-Huf-
nagel (Hufnagel 1974) atmospheric and wind-speed profiles for
good seeing conditions (FWHM≈ 0�.5) typical of a site such
as the Keck Observatory (e.g., Shao & Colavita 1992). The
rather weak power dependency of on target–reference starjatm

separation and objective diameter implies that a typical value
of mas is obtained with m in hr ofj � 1 A p 1 t p 1atm

integration, with a separation �. Suppressing by 2c p 1 jatm

to 3 orders of magnitude would require unrealistically largeA
and t, unlessc is limited to uselessly small angles.

Interferometers can in principle get much closer to the limits
in precision set by the atmosphere. For a diluted architecture,
in fact, equation (15) now reads . Values�2/3 �1/2j ≈ 300B ctatm

of B of an order of 100–200 m are more easily attainable than
the equivalent filled-aperture size. Thus, for a 20� star sepa-
ration and a 200 m baseline, a 1 hr integration would allow
one to achieve mas (Shao & Colavita 1992). In con-j � 10atm

ditions of extremely favorable seeing, large isoplanatic angles,
and long atmospheric coherence times, such as those reported
above Dome C in Antarctica (Lloyd et al. 2002; Lawrence et
al. 2004), atmospheric errors in image motion may be reduced
by another order of magnitude.

However, if phase referencing is used to artificially increase
and the limiting , additional noise sources are introduced.t mc k

In particular, coherence losses occur due to fluctuations in the
fringe position during integration, which in turn induce vis-
ibility reduction by a factor (where is a measure

2�jDfh p e jDf

of jitter in the referenced phase; see, e.g., Colavita 1994).
This in turn limits the achievable S/N in a given , thustc
contributing to increase . These time-dependent effects canjph

be divided into two classes, namely, instrument-specific errors
in the determination of the phase, and those that are due to
atmospheric propagation effects. The dominant effect (Quir-
renbach et al. 1994) is again induced by DCR. For large values
of , ; thus, applications of this technique are likely toz h r 00

be restricted to moderate zenith angles, depending on wave-
length and seeing.

3.2.3. Astrophysical Noise

While the abovementioned error sources can to some extent
be dealt with and reduced, in order to progress toward the goal
of a fewmas precision, astrophysical noise sources (due to the
environment or intrinsic to the target) cannot be easily mini-
mized if present.

For example, Figure 2 shows a comparison between the
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Fig. 2.—Left: Size of the gravitational perturbation along one axis, induced on a 1 star at 100 pc by a 5 planet (solid line) with yr, and a 0.1M M P p 5 MJ ,∗
star on a circular (dotted line) and eccentric ( ,dash-dotted line) orbit with yr. Right: Zoomed-in region covering 5 years of observations.e p 0.8 P p 100

gravitational perturbations (as seen along one of the two axes
in the plane of the sky as a function of time) induced by a
5 and a 0.1 companion to a 1 star with periods ofM M MJ , ,

5 and 100 yr, respectively, with the system at a distance
pc from the Sun. As one can see from the right panelD p 100

of the figure, on a timescale that is short compared to the orbital
period of the stellar companion, the astrometric signature of
the planet is superposed to a large extent. The additional signal
in the data could be easily misinterpreted as an extra proper
motion component or as a significant acceleration, depending
on the orbital characteristics of the long-period companion and
epochs of observation.

As mentioned above, if the orbital characteristics of the per-
turbing stellar companion around a target and/or reference
star(s) are known to exist in advance, they can be modeled
within the context of the observable model. The dynamical
effect of a previously unknown stellar companion otherwise
constitutes a significant source of noise that might hamper the
reliability of orbit reconstruction for a newly detected planet.

Such a problem will primarily affect future high-precision
space-borne global astrometric missions such asGaia, which
will not have the luxury of preselecting the list of targets. In
the case of relative astrometry, if feasible, one could require
that the objects making up the local frame of reference not be
orbited by stellar companions inducing unmodeled signatures
larger than a fewmas. A typical strategy to achieve this, adopted
for example for the selection of the grid stars forSIM, is to
look for reference objects that are K giants and preselect them
on the basis of medium-precision radial velocity monitoring.
In this case, the typically large distance of these stars (1 kpc)
implies (provided they are not too faint; otherwise photon noise
becomes an issue) a significant suppression of any astrometric

signature that might significantly pollute the potential planetary
signal from the target (e.g., Gould 2001 and references therein).

Another source of astrophysical noise due to the environment
is the presence of a circumstellar disk. The motion of the center
of mass of the disk, provoked by the excitation of spiral density
waves by an embedded planet, induces an additional wobble
in the stellar position, while time-variable, asymmetric starlight
scattering by the disk can introduce shifts in the photocenter
position.

Takeuchi et al. (2005) have recently studied these effects,
assuming Jupiter-mass planets embedded in gravitationally sta-
ble circumstellar disks around young solar-type stars at the
distance of the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region (D � 140
pc). They conclude that the additional stellar motion that is
caused dynamically by the disk’s gravity is negligible (sub-
microarcsecond) with respect to the signature from the planet
(∼36 mas if the planet’s semimajor axis is 5 AU). Variable disk
illumination can induce peak-to-peak photocenter variations of
an order of 10–100mas, but they claim thatSIM would not be
sensitive to such excursions. Finally, Boss (1998) and Rice et
al. (2003b) have quantified the magnitude of the astrometric
displacement induced dynamically by a marginally unstable
disk. They found that in this case the effect can be as large as
50–100mas, but the typical timescale of this perturbation would
be of an order of decades, as compared to a few years of
observations withSIM or Gaia. Thus, such a source of astro-
metric noise should not constitute a major cause of concern.

The last important class of astrophysical noise sources that
can cause shifts in the observed photocenter is not due to stellar
environment, but rather is intrinsic to the target. Such noise
sources include a variety of surface temperature inhomoge-
neities, such as spots and flares, and just like disks, they are
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Fig. 3.—Relationship between the photometric variation in the visualDF/F
and the photocenter shift due to starspots on a T Tauri star at 140 pc.

primarily characteristic of rapidly rotating, young stellar objects
(e.g., Bouvier et al. 1995; Schuessler et al. 1996 and references
therein).

In the context of a study of the effects of the variety of
astrophysical sources of astrometric noise on the planet detec-
tion capabilities ofGaia (Sozzetti et al. 2005, in preparation),
I have implemented a numerical model to calculate the pho-
tometric and astrometric effects of a distribution of spots over
the surface of a rotating star. The model is based on the ana-
lytical theories developed by Dorren (1987), Eker (1994), and
Eaton et al. (1996). It incorporates a broad range of spot and
star parameters, including stellar limb darkening, and it allows
for the presence of multiple spots of any shape, including um-
bra-penumbra effects.

The key result of the numerical analysis (Fig. 3) is that a
photometric variation in the visual of (rms) cor-DF/F p 10%
responds to an astrometric variation of∼3 mas (rms) in the
position of a 1 pre–main-sequence (PMS) star at the dis-R,

tance of Taurus ( pc). The magnitude of the spot-D p 140
induced photocenter motion on a T Tauri star is thus comparable
to the gravitational effect of a Jupiter-mass object orbiting the
star at 0.5 AU (∼5 mas). The effect scales with distance, just
like the astrometric signature of a planet. Thus, for a nearby,
less active Sun-like star at 10 pc, its magnitude could still be
of the same order (e.g., Woolf & Angel 1998), while the am-

plitude of the planet-induced stellar motion would be at least
1 order of magnitude larger.

However, astrometric signatures induced, for example, by a
few Earth-mass planets on 1 AU orbits around solar-type stars
at a distance of 10 pc and covered by spots, causing a change
in photospheric flux of∼1%, could be comparable in size. The
nonuniformity of illumination of the stellar disk might then
jeopardize successful Earth-sized planet detection with astrom-
etry around the nearest stars, as well the detection of Jupiter-
sized objects in nearby star-forming regions. Fortunately, large
spotted areas on solar-type stars are relatively uncommon (the
Sun itself, at its peak of activity, is covered by spots for up to
∼0.1% of its visible surface; see, e.g., Allen 2000). Further-
more, the spot-induced photocenter variation has a period that
is strongly correlated with the photometric excursion, as well
as the stellar rotation period (of an order of a few days for T
Tauri stars; up to several weeks for solar-type objects). With
the help of careful photometric monitoring, the two sources of
astrometric signal might then be successfully disentangled.

Ultimately, in order to keep environmental and intrinsic as-
trophysical noise sources at the fewmas level (an important
cause of concern primarily for giant-planet searches in star-
forming regions), it would be beneficial to avoid stars with
large photometric variations, and objects with particularly
large, flared disks.

3.3. Estimation Process

The estimation process applies the observable model and the
noise model to the data. It includes several functions, such as
search techniques, hypothesis testing, and parameter estimation.
The observable model provides the estimation process with a
parametric description of the expected data. The estimation
process finds the observable model parameters that best match
the data, with deviations weighted by the noise model. The
estimation process may be a generalized least-squares method
that takes advantage of the full noise covariance matrix con-
structed from the noise model, as I briefly describe below.

Suppose we have performedn measurements of the quantity
y collected in the vectorY , with associated mea-(y ,y , … ,y )1 2 n

surement uncertainties . Furthermore, callS(j ,j , … ,j )1 2 n

X the vector ofp unknown quantities that we(x ,x , … ,x )1 2 p

want to determine. Let be the actual functional form ofF(X)
the observable model. The least-squares method will attempt
to find a solution to the equation in terms ofY � S p F(X)
the unknowns in the model.

Under the assumptions that the unknowns are normally dis-
tributed and are sufficiently small, the set of equations can be
expanded to first order in the unknowns. The resulting system
of “equations of condition” can be written as

DY p Y � F(X) p Dd � S, (16)
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where is the vector of new unknowns, andd(dx ,dx , … ,dx )1 2 n

is the design matrix containing all partial derivatives of theD
observable model with respect to the unknowns. In order for
the method to be applicable, the number of equations of con-
dition must be larger than the number of unknowns, usually
at least .n 1 2p

The objective of the least-squares technique is to determine
the vector that minimizes the sum of the squares of thed

components of the vector of uncertainties :S

n

2 T Tj p S S p (DY � Dd) (DY � Dd), (17)� i
ip1

where the superscriptT indicates transposed. The solution is
given by

T �1 Td p (D D) D DY. (18)0

In a weighted least-squares solution, equation (16) is mul-
tiplied on both sides by a square matrix containingn # n G
zeroes, except for the elements on the main diagonal, which
are . The formal solution now becomes�1g p ji i

T �1 T Td p (D WD) D WDY p CD WDY, (19)0

with the weight matrix and the covariance matrixTW p G G
of the solution . The formal standard deviationsT �1C p (D WD)
of any unknown in the solution will be given by the squaredxi

root of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix .ci

The weight matrix can be generalized in the case where
correlations between the unknowns are present. In this case,
nondiagonal terms will not be zero. This method is probably
superior to a more conventional weighted least-squares tech-
nique, in which difference observations are formed to cancel
correlated errors, and each difference is assigned a weight com-
mensurate with the expected uncorrelated portion of the error.

The latter approach fails to take full advantage of the knowl-
edge of the correlations, and thus residual correlated errors
between successive differences persist. With a more rigorous
approach, not only can one take into account any correlations
that might exist, regardless of their temporal or angular scale
and dependence on other observing parameters, but the cor-
relation itself becomes part of the solution, and the self-con-
sistency of the solution can be determined to establish to what
extent the noise model is satisfactory.

If the functional form is nonlinear, as is often the case,F(X)
multiple iterations of the linearized least-squares procedure
must be carried out. In this case, the quality of the solution
ultimately obtained (i.e., how close the minimum of the func-
tional form adopted for the observable model is to the real
one) will strongly depend on the point at which the equations
are linearized. Good starting guesses of the parameters of the
model would be highly desirable in order to favor the con-

vergence of the iterative procedure. To this end, several tech-
niques could be adopted, such as local and global minimization
strategies, including the simplex method, simulated annealing,
or genetic algorithms (e.g., Press et al. 1992).

Once a solution for the vector of parameters is obtained,d0

it is necessary to assess whether the observable model em-
ployed is indeed representative of the reality. To this end, a
number of tests can be conducted.

The general procedure consists of defining a test statistic
( or its transformation , Fisher’sF, and Kolmogorov-2x F2
Smirnov’sD) that is some function of the data measuring the
distance between the hypothesis and the data, and then cal-
culating the probability of obtaining data that have a still larger
value of this test statistic than the value observed, assuming
the hypothesis is true. This probability is called the confidence
level. Small probabilities (say, less than 1%) indicate a poor
fit. Especially high probabilities (close to 1) correspond to a
fit that is too good to happen very often, and may indicate a
mistake in the way the test was applied, such as treating data
as independent when they are correlated.

For the purpose of planet detection, upon rejection of an
observable model that assumes the star is single by means of
a goodness-of-fit test, observational residuals should be in-
spected for the presence of hidden periodicities in the mea-
surements. A possible approach is as follows.

First, a period search is conducted. To this end, the Lomb-
Scargle periodogram analysis could be performed (e.g., Lomb
1976; Scargle 1982; Horne & Baliunas 1986). Alternatively,
the observable model could be expanded to incorporate a per-
fectly sinusoidal term (circular orbit), and a star�circular orbit
fit performed adopting a dense grid of trial periods. It should
then be possible to test whether the new observable model
(star�circular orbit) provides a significant improvement with
respect to the single-star model. For example, a statistical test
of the goodness-of-fit of the single-star and star�circular orbit
model could be adopted, such as the likelihood-ratio test.

If the star�circular orbit fit performs significantly better in
a measurable way, the observable model is then further ex-
panded to include a full Keplerian orbit. In the presence of
multiple planetary signals, the procedure is carried out until no
further periodicities can be uncovered and the observation re-
siduals are fully consistent with noise.

3.4. Ground-Based Experiments

The confirmation of theoretical predictions that astrometry
with ground-based monopupil telescopes is limited to the mas-
precision regime has been given by numerous experiments.
Gatewood (1987) derived mas hr�1 with a referencej ≈ 3atm

frame of 10�–20�. Han (1989) showed that a 1 mas hr�1 pre-
cision can be reached for a double star with . Similar′c p 1
conclusions were derived by Gatewood (1991) and Dekany et
al. (1994).
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If instead of a single reference star a dense star field is used
as a frame of reference, the situation improves somewhat. The
theoretical predictions of (Lindegren 1980)�1 4/3 �1/2j ∝ A c tatm

and (Lazorenko 2002) have been substan-�3/2 11/6 �1/2j ∝ A c tatm

tially confirmed by Pravdo & Shaklan (1996), who demon-
strated mas hr�1 with the 5 m Palomar Telescopej ≈ 150atm

using 15 reference objects in a field of 90�. These authors also
showed that mas within 1 hr of meridianj ≈ 60–100DCR

crossing and at declinations within 45� of the zenith.
It is worth noting that, assuming apodization of the entrance

pupil and enhanced symmetrization of the reference field,
which is achieved by assigning a specific weight to each ref-
erence star, Lazorenko & Lazorenko (2004) have recently gen-
eralized the theoretical expression for the astrometric error due
to the atmosphere:

�k/2�1/3 km/2 �1/2j ≈ A c t , (20)atm

where , limited by the number of1/22 ≤ k ≤ (8N � 1) � 1 Nr r

reference objects, and is a term dependent onk and them ≤ 1
magnitude and distribution on the sky of the field stars. The
classic result by Lindegren (1980) is recovered for .N p 1r

However, the Lazorenko & Lazorenko (2004) expression pre-
dicts mas (depending on stellar field density) forj ≈ 10–60atm

a 10 m telescope, very good seeing (FWHMp 0�.4), and
s. This is about a factor of 2–5 improvement witht p 600

respect to the prediction of equation (15), which would have
the goal of mas reached in hr, for m.j ≈ 60 t p 1 A p 10atm

The improvement due to this new approach to the astrometric
measurement process (which, however, neglects DCR effects)
still awaits experimental confirmation.

The promise of long-baseline optical/infrared interferometry
for high-precision astrometry has been tested by a number of
experiments in the past. The Mark-III and NPOI interferometers
have achieved long-term wide-angle astrometric precision at
the 10 mas level (Hummel et al. 1994). Short-term astrometric
performance at the 100mas level has been demonstrated with
the Mark-III and PTI (Colavita 1994; Shao et al. 1999; Lane
et al. 2000) for moderately close (30�) pairs of bright (m ≈v

) stars. Recently, Lane & Muterspaugh (2004) have dem-2–5
onstrated that 10mas short-term, very narrow angle astrometry
is possible for a sample of close, subarcsecond binaries ob-
served with PTI in phase-referencing mode.

The predicted astrometric performance of Keck-I (Boden et
al. 1999) and VLTI (Derie et al. 2003) will presumably reach
the actual limits of this technique from the ground (unless such
an instrument is built at the South Pole). The two instruments
have quoted limiting magnitudes in the near-infrared (2–2.4mm)
of for narrow-angle astrometry at the 30 andm ∼ 17–18k

10–20mas level, respectively, between pairs of objects separated
by !20�–30�.8

3.5. Space-Borne Experiments

Relative, narrow-angle astrometry from space has been per-
formed so far with the fine guidance sensors aboardHST, while
global astrometric measurements have been carried out for the
first time byHipparcos.

For HST FGS, the data reduction of the two-dimensional
interferometric measurements entails a number of ad hoc cal-
ibration and data-reduction procedures to remove a variety of
random and systematic error sources from the astrometric ref-
erence frame (e.g., Taff 1990; Bradley et al. 1991; Benedict et
al. 1994, 1999 and references therein). The calibration of ran-
dom and systematic, long- and short-term error sources forHST
FGS includes removing intraobservation spacecraft jitter, com-
pensating for temperature variations and temperature-induced
changes in the secondary mirror position, applying constant
and time-dependent optical field angle distortion calibrations,
correcting for intraorbit drift, and applying lateral color cor-
rections during the orbit-to-orbit astrometric modeling (e.g.,
Benedict et al. 1994, 1999).

The global single-measurement error budget forHST FGS
astrometry with respect to a set of reference objects near the
target (within the 5� # 5� instantaneous field of view of FGS)
had received a prelaunch estimate of∼2.7 mas by Bahcall &
O’Dell (1980). Benedict et al. (1994, 1999) confirmed the over-
all performance level of the instrument, with single-measure-
ment uncertainties of 1–2 mas down to . The limitingm p 16v

factor is the spacecraft jitter. A single-measurement precision
below 0.5–1 mas is out of reach forHSTFGS.

ForHipparcos, a calibration and iterative reduction procedure
in five main steps (Lindegren & Kovalevsky 1989) is devised
in order to derive values of positions, proper motions, and par-
allaxes simultaneously for∼120,000 stars by combining one-
dimensional angular measurements along the satellite’s instan-
taneous scanning direction into a global astrometric solution over
the whole celestial sphere. These steps include: (1) the deter-
mination of the satellite attitude, (2) the estimation of stellar
coordinates relative to the main focal grid, (3) the reference
great circle (RGC) reduction, to determine the abscissae of stars
on each RGC, (4) the sphere solution, to determine the cor-
rection to the great circle origins using a set of instrumental
calibration parameters (including chromatic terms), and (5) the
determination of the five astrometric parameters with respect
to the rigid reference sphere of RGCs, using all RGC abscissae,
the RGC origins, and instrumental parameters (Lindegren &
Kovalevsky 1989).

8 For astrometric planet searches conducted with these instruments, the
probability of finding a reference star with or fainter within 20�–30�m p 13k

from a target object is about 50%–60%, or greater if the target is not very far
from the galactic plane (Derie et al. 2003).
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Typical uncertainties on the RGC abscissae are of an order
of 1.0 mas for bright objects ( ) and degrade up to∼4.5m ! 7v

mas for (e.g., Kovalevsky 2002).9 These agree wellm ≥ 11v

with prelaunch predictions by Lindegren (1989). Without the
presence of the atmosphere, and similar toHSTFGS, the best
achievable single-measurement precision is limited by the un-
certainties in the determination of the along-scan attitude.

The ability to suppress systematics by at least 2 orders of
magnitude for a space-borne instrument is a major technolog-
ical goal. BothSIM andGaia promise to achieve this level of
astrometric precision. For the purpose of planet detection with
SIM, in order to deliver 1mas narrow-angle astrometry in a
1 hr integration time down to , an accuracy on them � 11–12v

position of the delay line of 50 pm with a 10 m baseline must
be achieved (Shaklan et al. 1998). Furthermore, a positional
stability for internal optical path lengths of∼10 nm is required
in order to ensure maintenance of the fringe visibility (Neat et
al. 1998). For aGaia-like instrument, the success in meeting
the goal of≈5–10 mas single-measurement astrometric preci-
sion to hunt for planets around bright stars ( ) willm ! 11–12v

depend on (1) the ability to attain CCD centroiding errors not
greater than 1/1000 of a pixel in the along-scan direction (Gai
et al. 2001), and (2) the capability to limit instrumental un-
certainties (thermomechanical stability of telescope and focal
plane assembly, and metrology errors in the monitoring of the
basic angle) and calibration errors (chromaticity, satellite at-
titude, and focal plane–to-field coordinates transformation)
down to the fewmas level (e.g., Perryman et al. 2001).

4. PLANET DETECTION WITH ASTROMETRY:
PAST AND PRESENT EFFORTS

Astronomers have long sought to find astrometric pertur-
bations in a star’s motion due to orbiting planet-sized com-
panions. Many attempts have failed, some have produced more-
or-less significant upper limits, and a few have been successful.
I review the history of these efforts in turn.

4.1. Unfinished Tales: Barnard’s Star and Lalande 21185

During the 1960s, on the basis of the analysis of over 2000
photographic plates of the Sproul Observatory covering 24
years (1938–1962), van de Kamp (1963, 1969a, 1969b) an-
nounced the discovery of perturbations in the motion of Bar-
nard’s star (GJ 699) that could be explained initially by the
presence of a 1.6–1.7 planet on a 24–25 yr eccentric orbit,MJ

and then later in terms of two Jupiter-sized objects on coplanar,
circular orbits with periods of 11.5 and 22 yr, respectively.
Through the years, van de Kamp refined his results, extending
the time duration of the photographic plate observations up to

9 The errors on the final astrometric parameters are not only a function of
, but also of the ecliptic latitudeb, a normal consequence of the adoptedmv

scanning law (stars at low latitudes were observed significantly less often).

43 years (1938–1981), and publishing two more papers (van
de Kamp 1975, 1982). In his last interview on the subject
(Schilling 1985), he still claimed that Barnard’s star was orbited
by two massive planets of 0.7 and 0.5 , co-revolvingM MJ J

on circular, coplanar orbits, with periods of 12 and 20 yr,
respectively.

Neither planet was ever confirmed, however. Initial claims
by Jensen & Ulrych (1973) that observations were compatible
with the presence of up to five planets were not verified by
Gatewood & Eichhorn (1973), who could not detect any ad-
ditional motion perturbing Barnard’s star. The existence of giant
planets orbiting the star was further cast in doubt by Hershey
(1973) and Heintz (1976), who explained van de Kamp’s results
in terms of a number of unrecognized systematics, including
telescope internal motions due to two phases of cleaning and
remounting of the telescope lens 25 years after he began his
observations. Years later, Fredrick & Ianna (1980), Harrington
(1986), and Harrington & Harrington (1987) reported other
independent studies of Barnard’s star in which no wobble was
detected, although van de Kamp’s results were not totally dis-
counted. Croswell (1988), on the other hand, again addressed
the issue of the misinterpretation of incorrect Sproul Obser-
vatory data, concluding that unknown telescope systematics
were the more likely explanation.

In a more recent study, Gatewood (1995) ruled out the pres-
ence of massive planets or brown dwarfs ( ) aroundM 1 10Mp J

Barnard’s star, while no conclusion was reached on the exis-
tence of objects of the order of the mass of Jupiter or smaller.
Using HST FGS astrometry, Benedict et al. (1999) ruled out
the presence of Jupiter-mass planets with orbital periods

yr, but their observations were not taken over a suffi-P ! 3
ciently long time span to address the period range of the pu-
tative planets discovered by van de Kamp. Schroeder et al.
(2000) conducted a photometric study of Barnard’s star and
did not find any supporting evidence for the presence of mas-
sive planets and brown dwarfs at large orbital radii, in agree-
ment with Gatewood’s (1995) findings. The latest study of this
star has been undertaken by Ku¨rster et al. (2003) using precision
radial velocity measurements, which allowed them to rule out
the presence of planets down to the terrestrial-mass regime (a
few ) for objects within 1 AU. Although studies of Barnard’sM�

star have spanned more than half a century, no definitive con-
firmation or disproval has been established.

The possible existence of a giant planet companion (at least
several Jupiter masses) to Lalande 21185 (HD 95735) was first
discussed by Lippincott (1960a, 1960b) on the basis of pho-
tographic plates covering a time span of 47 years taken with
the Sproul telescope. Gatewood (1974) did not find any evi-
dence of a planetary signature at the suggested 8 yr period,
but Hershey & Lippincott (1982) claimed the planetary-mass
companion did exist, although on a different, longer period.
Based on a limited data set covering 4 years, Gatewood et al.
(1992) were not able to detect any significant perturbation in
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the star’s proper motion. However, 4 years later Gatewood
(1996), in examining 50 years of radial velocity data of Lalande
21185, as well as a more sophisticated set of astrometric ob-
servations, first concluded that the star is indeed orbited by a
2.0 planet at∼10 AU, and then suggested the existence ofMJ

two giant planets, the second body being less massive than
Jupiter and orbiting at around 3 AU from the parent star. In
this case as well, an independent confirmation has yet to be
made for either of the two planets.

4.2. Upper Limits and Controversial Mass
Determinations

Prompted by the success of Doppler surveys for giant planets
of nearby stars and by the need to find a method to break the

-i degeneracy intrinsic to radial velocity measurements, sev-Mp

eral authors have in recent years reanalyzed theHipparcos
Intermediate Astrometric Data (IAD) in order to either detect
the planet-induced stellar astrometric motion of the bright hosts,
most of which had been observed by the satellite, or place
upper limits to the magnitude of the perturbation, in the case
of no detections. TheHipparcos IAD have been reprocessed
alone or in combination with either the spectroscopic infor-
mation or additional ground-based astrometric measurements.

The first such analysis was performed by Perryman et al.
(1996), who failed to detect the astrometric motion of the first
three planet-bearing stars announced: 51 Peg, 47 Uma, and 70
Vir. Based on the size of the astrometric residuals to a single-
star fit, they report upper limits on companions masses in the
substellar regime (7–65 , depending on confidence levels) forMJ

47 UMa and 70 Vir, while limits on the companion to 51 Peg,
due to its very short period, are less stringent.

Orbital fits to theHipparcosIAD can be performed by using
the values ofP, t, e, andq derived from spectroscopy and by
solving fora, i, andQ, with the additional constraint (Pourbaix
& Jorissen 2000):

2�PK 1 � ea sin i
p . (21)

p 2p(4.7405)∗

With this approach, Mazeh et al. (1999) and Zucker &
Mazeh (2000) published astrometric orbits for the outermost
planet in theu And system and for the planet orbiting
HD 10697. The derived semimajor axes of and1.4� 0.6

mas, respectively, imply companion masses of2.1� 0.7
and , respectively. These values depart�4.710.1 M 38� 13M�4.6 J J

significantly from the minimum masses from spectroscopy, as
a consequence of the small inclination angles obtained by the
fitting procedures ( and 10�, respectively).i p 24�

However, two subsequent studies by Gatewood et al. (2001)
and Han et al. (2001) contributed to spark a controversy over
the reliability of the determination of substellar companion

masses with milliarcsecond astrometry. In the first work, Ga-
tewood et al. (2001) combined theHipparcosIAD with Mul-
tichannel Astrometric Photometer (MAP; Gatewood 1987) ob-
servations of� CrB in an astrometric orbital solution that
yielded a semimajor axis of mas, an inclination1.66� 0.35
of 0�.5, and a derived companion mass of .0.14� 0.05 M,

The follow-up paper by Han et al. (2001) presentedHipparcos-
based preliminary astrometric masses for 30 stars with at least
one spectroscopically detected giant planet. The main conclu-
sion of this work is that a significant fraction (∼40%) of the
planet candidates are instead stars, and the remaining substellar
companions are in most cases brown dwarfs rather than planets.
The results stem from the derivation of a vast majority of quasi–
face-on orbits, with 60% of the sample having and 27%i ! 5�
having .i ! 1�

On the one hand, if orbits are isotropically oriented in space,
the probability of finding one with is≈ ; thus,�4i ! 1� 1 # 10
Han et al. (2001) come to the conclusion that the sample of
planet-bearing stars is severely biased toward small inclination
angles. On the other hand, rather than having to reject the planet
hypothesis for a substantial fraction of the Doppler candidates,
the systematically very small inclination angles (and thus very
large actual companion masses) could arise as an artifact of
the fitting procedure. This thesis was indeed put forth by Pour-
baix (2001) and Pourbaix & Arenou (2001), and later by Zucker
& Mazeh (2001b). Using different statistical approaches aimed
at assessing the robustness of the derivedHipparcosastrometric
orbits, these authors demonstrated that theHipparcosIAD do
not have enough precision to actually reject the planet hy-
pothesis in essentially all cases (although a few borderline cases
do exist). Thus, essentially all the preliminary astrometric
masses derived for stars with planets observed withHipparcos
(Mazeh et al. 1999; Zucker & Mazeh 2000; Gatewood et al.
2001; Han et al. 2001) do not survive close statistical scrutiny.

TheHipparcosIAD can still be used, however, to set upper
limits on the size of the astrometric perturbations, as done by
Perryman et al. (1996) and by Zucker & Mazeh (2001b), who
could rule out at the∼2 j level the hypothesis of low-mass
stellar companions disguised as planets for over two dozen
objects. This, combined with the fact that the same analysis of
Hipparcosdata reveals instead that a significant fraction of the
proposed brown dwarf companions from spectroscopy are stel-
lar in nature, is interpreted as further evidence of the existence
of the brown dwarf desert that separates stellar- and planetary-
mass secondaries.

In the end, the onlyfirm upper limits on the mass of a
spectroscopically detected extrasolar planet are those placed by
McGrath et al. (2002, 2004), who failed to reveal astrometric
motion of the object on a 14.65 day orbitM sin i p 0.88Mp J

in the Cnc multiple-planet system usingHSTFGS astrom-1�

etry. With a nominal single-measurement precision of 0.5 mas,
the failed attempt at detecting any reflex motion in the data
implies that the 1.15 mas preliminaryHipparcos-based mass
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estimate by Han et al. (2001) is ruled out at the 3–5j level,
thus establishing an updated mass upper limit of∼ and30MJ

firmly confirming that the object is substellar in nature.

4.3. Actual Measurements and Work in Progress

It was not until 2 years after the first confirmation of the
planetary nature of the companion to HD 209458 via detection
of its transits across the disk of the parent star (Charbonneau
et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000) that astrometric techniques
finally provided the first undisputed value of the actual mass
of a Doppler-detected planet. Narrow-field relative astrometry
of the multiple-planet host star GJ 876 was carried out by
Benedict et al. (2002) usingHSTFGS.

The goal of this project was to determine the astrometric
wobble induced on the parent star by the outer planet. At a
distance pc, and with a nominal primary mass of theD p 4.7
M4 dwarf star , the planet with a projectedM p 0.32 M,∗
mass on a day orbit was predicted toM sin i ∼ 2M P p 60p J

produce a minimum gravitational perturbation of∼270 mas,
which was deemed detectable by the typical 0.5 mas single-
measurement precision ofHSTFGS. Benedict et al. (2002) used
five reference stars within a few arcminutes from the target and
derived the perturbation size, inclination angle, and mass of GJ
876b from a combined fit to the available astrometry and spec-
troscopy. They found mas, , anda p 250� 60 i p 84� � 6�

.M p 1.89� 0.34Mp J

In the recent announcement (McArthur et al. 2004) of the
discovery of a Neptune-sized planet on a 2.8 day orbit in the

Cnc system (which brought the number of planets in the1�

system to a total of four),HSTFGS astrometry again played
an important role. The authors in fact reanalyzed the available
data on Cnc that had allowed McGrath et al. (2002, 2004)1�

to put stringent upper limits on the mass of the 14.65 day period
planet, and estimated, from the small arc of the orbit covered
in the limited HST data set, a perturbation size (1.94� 0.4
mas) and inclination (53� � 6�.8) for the outermost planet,
orbiting at ∼5.9 AU. Under the assumption of perfect copla-
narity of all planets in the system, this implies an actual mass
of for the innermost planet.17.7� 5.57 M�

Currently, Benedict et al. (2003a, 2003b, 2004) are moni-
toring the starsu And and� Eri with HST FGS and plan to
combine the data with the available radial velocity data sets
and with lower per-measurement precision ground-based as-
trometry. The predicted minimum perturbation sizes of the
long-period (3.51 and 6.85 yr, respectively) planets orbiting
these stars ( mas and mas, respec-a � 540 a � 1120u And � Eri

tively) should be clearly detectable withHST FGS, given a
sufficient time baseline for the observations.

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS

A number of authors have tackled the problem of evaluating
the sensitivity of the astrometric technique required to detect

extrasolar planets and reliably measure their orbital elements
and masses. In particular, the works by Casertano et al. (1996),
Lattanzi et al. (1997, 2000a, 2000b, 2002, 2005), and Sozzetti
et al. (2000, 2001, 2003b) were specifically tailored toGaia;
those of Casertano & Sozzetti (1999), Sozzetti et al. (2002,
2003a), Ford & Tremaine (2003), Ford (2004), and Marcy et
al. (2005) were instead centered onSIM. Black & Scargle
(1982) and Eisner & Kulkarni (2001, 2002) studied the general
problem of the detectability of periodic signals with the astro-
metric technique alone or in combination with spectroscopic
measurements, while Konacki et al. (2002) and Pourbaix (2002)
explored to some extent the reliability of orbit reconstruction
of future astrometric missions when all parameters have to be
derived from scratch, in the limit of high and low S/Ns.

The abovementioned exploratory works, which provided a
first assessment of the planet detection capabilities ofGaiaand
SIM, adopted a qualitatively correct description of the mea-
surements each mission will carry out. ForGaia, the then-
current scanning law was adopted, while forSIM, reference
stars and realistic observation overheads were included. The
authors implemented realistic data analysis techniques based
on both the test and periodogram search for estimating de-2x

tection probabilities as well as nonlinear least-squares fits to
the data to determine orbital parameters and planet masses
ranging from 1 down to 1 .M MJ �

From the point of view of data simulation, the major sim-
plifying assumption of these studies is the idealization of the
adopted instrument. Measurement errors assume simple Gaus-
sian distributions, and knowledge of the spacecraft attitude is
assumed to be perfect, with no additional instrumental effects,
measurement biases, or calibration imperfections. In terms of
data analysis procedures, the most relevant simplification is the
adoption of perturbations of the true values of all parameters
as initial guesses for the nonlinear fits, largely neglecting the
difficult problem of identifying from scratch adequate config-
urations of starting values.

5.1. Planet Detection

Detection probabilities are determined based on a test of2x

the null hypothesis that there is no planet. Five-parameter, sin-
gle-star fits to the simulated data sets are carried out, and ob-
servation residuals are inspected. Residuals that are large com-
pared to the assumed single-measurement precision will induce
a failure of the test at a given confidence level.2x

The two parameters upon which detection probabilities mostly
depend are the astrometric signal-to-noise ratio and thea/jm

periodP, while eccentricity and orientation in the plane of the
sky do not significantly affect planet detectability. Figure 4 shows
isoprobability contours forSIM as a function of andP,a/jm

based on a test with a confidence level of 95%.2x

For both instruments, assuming a realistic number of data
points throughout the nominal mission lifetimes yr,T p 5
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Fig. 4.—Isoprobability contours for planet detection withSIM at the 95%
confidence level. The results are expressed as a function ofP and anda/jm

averaged over all orbital parameters. The dashed lines indicate the equivalent
signature at the given distance for a system composed of a solar-mass primary
and a 20 planet (1 in parentheses). (Reprinted with permission fromM M� J

Sozzetti et al. 2002.)

is sufficient to detect planetary signatures for .a/j � 2 P ≤ Tm

As orbital sampling gets increasingly worse for , the re-P 1 T
quired signal rises sharply, especially for high detection prob-
abilities. The same qualitative behavior of generic detection
curves was recovered by Eisner & Kulkarni (2001), who also
provided analytical expressions for the behavior of the astro-
metric sensitivity to planetary signatures in the two regimes.

5.2. Orbit Reconstruction and Mass Determination

Upon detection of its signal, the goal of determining a
planet’s orbital characteristics and mass requires the adoption
of observable models with at least 12 parameters (5 astrometric
plus 7 describing the full Keplerian motion). ForSIM, the
model is further complicated by the simultaneous solution for
the astrometric parameters of the local frame of reference (5
for each astrometrically clean reference star). The simultaneous
fit to both astrometric and orbital parameters strongly reduces
the covariance between proper motion and astrometric signa-
ture pointed out by Black & Scargle (1982), in particular for

.P ≤ T
A standard metric used to understand how well the observ-

able model performs on the simulated data is the convergence
probability; i.e., the fraction of the final values of each param-
eter that falls within a given fractional error of the true values.
I show in Figure 5 theGaia convergence probability to 10%
fractional uncertainty fora, P, e, and i as a function of the
distance from the Sun for a Jupiter-Sun system with ,P K T

, and .P � T P k T
As a general result, is required for orbit recon-a/j � 5m

struction and mass determination at the 20%–30% accuracy
level, while is necessary for a more stringenta/j � 10–15m

10% accuracy requirement.
As can be seen in Figure 5, orbital periods that are twice as

long as the mission duration induce significant degradation in
the quality of the orbit reconstruction, although different pa-
rameters are affected differently. For example, the correct pe-
riod of the signal is more easily identified, as it is independent
of the Keplerian nature of the problem (e.g., Monet 1979).
Short periods also cause a degradation of the results, due to
the increasingly smaller amplitude of the perturbation, an effect
that overruns the increasingly larger number of orbital revo-
lutions sampled during the mission duration.

Orbital eccentricity also plays a very significant role when
attempting to obtain an orbital solution. The deterioration of
orbit determination is especially prominent for long-period
planets, for which the limited orbital sampling couples with
large values ofe, with the result that orbits are increasingly
more unlikely to be sampled during pericenter passage, and the
correct orbit size and geometry become very difficult to identify
correctly.

On the other hand, the inclination of the orbital plane does
not very significantly impact the ability to accurately determine
the orbital parameters and mass of a planet, unless . Ini r 90�
quasi–edge-on configurations, in fact, the projected stellar mo-
tion is reduced to one dimension, and a considerable amount
of information is lost. However, this effect is already negligible
for configurations departing from exactly edge-on by a few
degrees (Eisner & Kulkarni 2002; Ford 2004).

Finally, unlikeGaia, SIM will have the leisure to choose the
number and timing of the observations, as well as the numberNo

of reference objects. Both the detection probabilities and theNr

quality of orbit determination are sensitive to these parameters,
with simple parameterizations given by∼ and∼ (Sozzetti� �N No r

et al. 2002). Ford (2004) has studied in detail a wide range of
possible observing schedules, and concluded that both planet
detection and orbit reconstruction are relatively insensitive to
the specific choice of the distribution of observations.

5.3. Multiple-Planet Systems

The limiting ability to detect and characterize planetary sys-
tems withmas astrometry has been estimated by Sozzetti et al.
(2001, 2003a), using as test cases the then-current lists of mul-
tiple-planet systems discovered by Doppler surveys. In their
works, the authors neglected any complications stemming from
significant perturbations of the planetary orbits due to strong
planet-planet secular or resonant dynamical interactions.

Under the assumption of sufficient data redundancy with
respect to the number of parameters in the observable model
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Fig. 5.—Gaia convergence probability to a 10% accuracy fora, P, e, and i, as a function of the distance from the Sun. A Sun-Jupiter system is assumed.
Symbols of different shapes correspond to different periods: triangles for 0.5 yr, diamonds for 5 yr, and crosses for 11.8 yr. (Reprinted with permission from
Lattanzi et al. 2000b.)

fitted to the observation,10 the detection of additional compo-
nents in a system can be reliably carried out. Only borderline

10 If is the number of planets in the system, thenat leastN N 1 2(5� 7N )pl o pl

for Gaia, and forSIM, is required.N 1 2(5� 7N � 5N )o pl r

cases, in which a signal with is not properly modeleda/j � 1m

and subtracted, will produce a significant increase in the false
detection rates. For such cases, and in the limit for , aP ≤ T
period search would add robustness to the detection method,
while the least-squares technique combined with Fourier anal-
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ysis would arguably be preferred when attempting to detect
signals with .P 1 T

The typical accuracy of multiple-planet orbit reconstruction
and mass determination would be degraded by 30%–40% with
respect to the single-planet case, a relatively modest deterio-
ration, particularly for well-sampled, well-spaced orbits with

.a/j ≥ 10m

The ability of astrometry to determine the full set of orbital
parameters implies that for favorable multiple-planet configu-
rations it should be possible to derive a meaningful estimate
of the relative inclination angle (e.g., Kells et al. 1942):

cosi p cosi cosi � sin i sin i cos (Q � Q ), (22)rel in out in out out in

where ( , ) and ( , ) are the inclinations and lines ofi i Q Qin out in out

nodes of the inner and outer planet, respectively.
I show in Figure 6 the estimated accuracy with whichSIM

could determine the coplanarity (i.e., ) between pairsi � 0.0rel

of planetary orbits as a function of the common inclination
angle for 11 known multiple-planet systems.

For configurations in which all components produce
, coplanarity could be established, with typical un-a/j � 10m

certainties of a few degrees, for periods up to twice the mission
duration. In systems where at least one component has

, accurate coplanarity measurements are compro-a/j r 1m

mised, and mutual inclinations can only be determined with
uncertainties of several tens of degrees.

Finally, if combined radial velocity�astrometric solutions
were to be carried out on single- or multiple-planet systems,
the quality of orbit reconstruction and mass determination
would be significantly improved, especially in the long-period
regime ( ) and for edge-on configurations, while well-P 1 T
sampled, well-measured orbits ( , ) would beP ≤ T a/j k 1m

only marginally improved by radial velocity�astrometric so-
lutions (Eisner & Kulkarni 2002; Sozzetti et al. 2003a, 2003b).

5.4. The Search for Good Starting Values

The convergence of nonlinear fitting procedures and the
quality of orbital solutions can both be significantly affected
by the choice of the starting guesses. In the absence of any
kind of a priori information on the actual presence of planets
around a given target, all orbital parameters will have to be
derived from scratch. The results of, e.g., Han et al. (2001)
already provided a word of caution on the reliability of low-
S/N astrometric orbits, even when constraints on some of the
parameters are available from spectroscopy. It is thus crucial
to investigate new strategies in the fitting procedure to maxi-
mize the robustness of the solutions obtained.

Pourbaix (2002) tackled the problem in the context of work
on the precision achievable in the orbital parameters of astro-
metric binaries from two- and one-dimensional observations,
in the case of low S/N. He proposed a two-dimensional global

grid search approach in the ( ) space, coupled with a guesse, t

on P by means of a period search technique (e.g., Horne &
Baliunas 1986) while fitting a linearized model in the four
Thiele-Innes elements (e.g., Green 1985).

Konacki et al. (2002) applied a “frequency decomposition”
method to simulatedSIMobservations ofu And. This approach
is based on a Fourier expansion of the Keplerian motion, in
which the coefficients of the successive harmonics are functions
of all orbital elements. The values of the latter, obtained from
the linear least-squares solution performed with the Fourier
expansion, are then used as starting guesses of a local mini-
mization of the nonlinear problem. This method avoids the
complications of a global-search approach in several dimen-
sions, which can be very computationally intensive. However,
the authors did not attempt to validate their approach in cases
departing from the favorable ( , ) configurationP ≤ T a/j k 1m

studied.
The most detailed study on this subject is the one currently

being carried out by theGaia Planetary Systems Working
Group. Lattanzi et al. (2005) have recently presented prelim-
inary results of an ongoing, large-scale double-blind test cam-
paign that has been set up in order to provide a realistic as-
sessment of theGaiacapabilities in detecting extrasolar planets.

The double-blind test protocol envisions three distinct groups
of participants. The “simulators” define and generate simulated
observations of stars with and without planets with aGaia-like
satellite; the “solvers” define detection tests, with levels of
statistical significance of their own choice, and orbital fitting
algorithms, using any local, global, or hybrid solution method
that they determine is best; and the “evaluators” compare sim-
ulations and solutions and draw a first set of conclusions on
the process.

As an illustrative example, Figure 7 shows one of the results
of a simulation of 50,000 stars orbited by a single planet having

yr and producing . The current0.2≤ P ≤ 12 2� a/j � 100m

Gaiascanning law is used, with a single-measurement precision
mas. The plot shows how the periods derived by onej p 8m

of the solvers compare to the true simulated ones. The most
striking result is the ability to derive very accurate estimates
of the period for yr for the full range of and forP ≤ 6 a/jm

all possible values of and . For periods0 ≤ e ≤ 1 0� ≤ i ≤ 90�
exceeding the mission duration by over 20%, it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to identify the correct value ofP. In this
case, part of the signal can be absorbed in the stellar proper
motion, with the net result that the size and period of the
perturbation are systematically underestimated.

However, the preliminary findings by Lattanzi et al. (2005)
show that “mission-ready” detection and orbital fit packages
(including reliable estimates of the covariance matrix of the
solutions) tailored to future high-precision astrometric obser-
vatories, requiring no a priori knowledge of the orbital ele-
ments, can already achieve good levels of performance.
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Fig. 6.—Mutual inclination between pairs of planetary orbits, as a function of the common inclination angle with respect to the line of sight, for 11 multiple-irel

planet systems measured bySIM. In each panel, the corresponding uncertainties are computed using the formal expressions from the covariance matrix of the
multiple Keplerian fit. (Reprinted with permission from Sozzetti et al. 2003a.)
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Fig. 7.—True vs. derived orbital periods (in yr) for a set of 50,000 orbital
solutions in the context of the double-blind test campaign for planet detection
with Gaia.

6. DISCUSSION: ASTROMETRY IN PERSPECTIVE

The classic way to gauge the effectiveness of different planet
search techniques is to compare their respective discovery
spaces, defined in terms of the planets of given mass and period
that each method will be able to detect. As an illustrative ex-
ample, Figure 8 shows an -P diagram that plots currentMp

sensitivities of transit photometry and radial velocity, as well
as the expectedSIM andGaia detection thresholds at 10 and
150 pc, respectively. For the radial velocity detection curve,
the simulations by Sozzetti et al. (2005) were used, while for
SIM and Gaia, the Sozzetti et al. (2002, 2003b) results were
used. The sensitivity for transit photometry was derived based
on the Gaudi et al. (2005) analytical dependence of the de-
tectable planet radius on (converted to , as-1/6 1/2R P M ∝ Pp p

suming constant planet density), under the (naive) hypothesis
of uniform sampling.

Simply taking at face value the curves of Figure 8, however,
can lead to important misunderstandings about the intrinsic
relevance of the different techniques to planetary science. For
example, the sensitivity of photometric techniques to transiting
planets with days is strongly suppressed, and this de-P � 10
tection method is useless if the planet does not transit. However,
the information this technique provides for the very close-in
objects discovered is extremely valuable, and it cannot be pro-
vided by radial velocity and astrometry.

A more effective way to proceed is thus to gauge the relative

importance of different planet detection techniques by looking
at their discovery potential not per se, but rather in connection
to outstanding questions to be addressed and answered in the
science of planetary systems, such as those listed at the end
of § 2. I summarize below some of the most important issues
for which mas astrometry will play a key role.

6.1. The Hunt for Other Earths

The holy grail in extrasolar planet science is clearly the direct
detection and characterization of Earth-sized, habitable planets
with atmospheres where biomarkers (e.g., Lovelock 1965; Ford
et al. 2001b; Des Marais et al. 2002; Selsis et al. 2002; Seager
& Ford 2005) might be found that could give clues to the
possible presence of life forms. Imaging terrestrial planets is
currently the primarily science goal of the coronagraphic and
interferometric configurations of theTerrestrial Planet Finder
(TPF; Beichman et al. 2002) and of theDarwin mission (Frid-
lund 2000).

Space-borne transit photometry carried out withCOROT
(Baglin et al. 2002) orKepler (Borucki et al. 2003) has the
potential to be the first technique to make such a detection.
However, astrometry of all nearby stars within 10–20 pc of the
Sun at themas level (withSIM andGaia in space, and possibly
with Keck-I and VLTI from the ground) will be an essential
ingredient in providingDarwin/TPF with (1) systems contain-
ing bona fide terrestrial, habitable planets (Ford & Tremaine
2003; Sozzetti et al. 2002; Marcy et al. 2005), and (2) a com-
prehensive database of F-G-K-M stars with and without de-
tected giant planets orbiting out to a few AU from which to
choose additional targets based on the presence or absence of
Jupiter signposts (Sozzetti et al. 2003b). Such measurements
will uniquely complement ongoing and planned radial velocity
programs aiming at�1 m s�1 precision (e.g., Santos et al.
2004b), and exozodiacal dust emission observations from the
ground with Keck-I, LBTI, and VLTI.

6.2. Statistical Properties and Correlations

As discussed in §§ 2.1 and 2.2, planet properties (orbital
elements and mass distributions, and correlations among them)
and frequencies are likely to depend on the characteristics of
the parent stars (spectral type, age, metallicity, and binarity/
multiplicity). It is thus desirable to be able to provide as large
a database as possible of stars screened for planets.

The size of the stellar sample screened for planets by an all-
sky astrometric survey such asGaia (Lattanzi et al. 2000b)
could be on the order of a few hundred thousand relatively
bright ( ) stars, with a wide range of spectral types,m ! 13v

metallicities, and ages out to∼150 pc. The sample size is thus
comparable to that of planned space-borne transit surveys, such
asCOROTandKepler. The statistical value of such a sample
is better understood when one considers that depending on
actual giant planet frequencies as a function of spectral type
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Fig. 8.—Planet discovery space in the - diagram for different techniques. Detection curves are defined on the basis of a 3j criterion. ForSIM andGaia,M Pp

and 8mas are assumed, respectively. For radial velocities, m s�1. Finally, for transit photometry, mmag. The time span of the observationsj p 2 j p 3 j p 5m m m

is set to yr.T p 5

and orbital distance, at least a few thousand planets could be
detected and measured (Lattanzi et al. 2002). This number is
comparable to the current size of the target lists of ground-
based Doppler surveys. Finally, the ranges of orbital parameters
and planet host characteristics probed by an all-sky astrometric
planet survey would crucially complement both transit obser-
vations (which strongly favor short orbital periods and are sub-
ject to stringent requisites on favorable orbital alignment) and
radial velocity measurements (which can be less effectively
carried out for stars covering a wide range of spectral types,
metallicities, and ages and do not allow for the determination

of either the true planet mass or the full three-dimensional
orbital geometry).

6.3. Tests of Giant Planet Formation and Migration

The competing giant planet formation models make very
different predictions regarding formation timescales, planet
mass ranges, and planet frequency as a function of host star
characteristics. Furthermore, correlations between orbital ele-
ments and masses, and possibly between the former and some
of the host star characteristics (metallicity), might reflect the
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outcome of a variety of migration processes and their possible
dependence on environment (see §§ 2.1 and 2.2). These pre-
dictions could be tested on firm statistical grounds by extending
planet surveys to large samples of PMS objects and field metal-
poor stars.

The full sample of∼1500 relatively bright ( ), nearbym ! 13v

( pc), field metal-poor stars currently knownD � 150–200
could be screened for giant planets on wide orbits byGaia or
SIM, thus complementing the shorter period ground-based
spectroscopic surveys (Sozzetti et al. 2005), which are also
limited in sample size, due to the intrinsic faintness and weak-
ness of the spectral lines of the targets. Combined, these data
would allow for an improved understanding of the behavior of
the probability of planet formation in the low-metallicity re-
gime, by direct comparison between large samples of metal-
poor and metal-rich stars, in turn putting stringent constraints
on the proposed planet formation models. Disproving or con-
firming the existence of theP-[Fe/H] correlation would also
help us to understand whether metallicity plays a significant
role in the migration scenarios for giant planets.

High-precision astrometric measurements of at least a few
hundred relatively bright ( ) PMS stars in a dozenm ! 13–14v

nearby ( pc) star-forming regions could be carried outD ! 200
with SIM andGaia, searching for planets orbiting at 1–5 AU.
The possibility of determining the epoch of giant planet for-
mation in the protoplanetary disk would provide the definitive
observational test to distinguish between the proposed theo-
retical models. These data would uniquely complement near-
and mid-infrared imaging surveys (e.g., Burrows 2005 and
references therein) for direct detection of young, bright, wide-
separation ( AU) giant planets.a 1 30–100

6.4. Dynamical Interactions in Multiple-Planet Systems

The different sources of dynamical interactions proposed to
explain the highly eccentric orbits of planetary systems (see
§ 2.1) give rise to significantly different orbital alignments. An
effective way to understand their relative roles would involve
measuring the relative inclination angle between pairs of plan-
etary orbits. Studies addressing the long-term dynamical sta-
bility of multiple-planet systems, as well as the possibility of
formation and survival of terrestrial planets in the habitable
zone of the parent star (see § 2.3), would also greatly benefit
from knowledge of whether pairs of planetary orbits are co-
planar or not.

The only way to provide meaningful estimates of the full
three-dimensional geometry ofany planetary system (without
restrictions on the orbital alignment with respect to the line of
sight) is through direct estimates of the mutual inclinations
angles using high-precision astrometry (Sozzetti et al. 2001,
2003a). For aGaia-like all-sky survey instrument, the database
of potential targets out to 50–60 pc is of the order of a few
tens of thousands of objects (Sozzetti et al. 2001). These data,
combined with those available from Doppler measurements and

transit photometry and timing (e.g., Miralda-Escude´ 2002; Hol-
man & Murray 2005; Agol et al. 2005), would then allow us
to put studies of the dynamical evolution of planetary systems
on firmer ground.

6.5. Concluding Remarks

Despite several decades of attempts, and a few recent suc-
cesses, astrometric measurements with milliarcsecond precision
have so far proved of limited utility as a tool to search for
planetary-mass companions orbiting nearby stars. However, an
improvement of 2–3 orders of magnitude in achievable mea-
surement precision, down to the fewmas level, would allow
this technique to achieve in perspective the same successes
as the Doppler method, for which the improvement from the
km s�1 to the few m s�1 precision opened the doors for ground-
breaking results in planetary science.

In this paper I have reviewed a series of technological, sta-
tistical, and astrophysical issues that future ground-based and
space-borne efforts will have to face in their attempts to dis-
cover planets. At themas precision level, independent of the
type of instrument used (either filled- or diluted-aperture tele-
scopes), a number of important modifications to the standard
definition of astrometric observable (the stellar position in the
instrument-specific reference frame) will have to be introduced,
such as subtle effects due to general relativity. Astrophysical
noise sources that may mimic the presence of a planet, such
as significant stellar surface activity, will have to be taken into
account. Several tools will have to be considered when at-
tempting to derive reliable orbital solutions, such as optimized
strategies to find good initial configurations for the orbital pa-
rameters. However, the greatest challenge will be to build in-
strumentation, both on the ground (Keck-I, VLTI) and in space
(SIM andGaia), that is capable of attaining the technologically
demanding requirements needed to achieve a targeted single-
measurement precision mas. Provided that these arej � 1–10m

met, astrometry during the next decade has the potential to
provide critical contributions to planetary science, which are
crucially needed in order to complement the expectations from
other indirect and direct planet detection methods, and to refine
theoretical understanding, for continuous improvements in the
field of the formation and evolution of planetary systems.
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